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When you read 
the Tarot 
you are a

Teacher



TEACHER
Teachers are able to see beyond 
the surface level of the burning 

issue to help clients find 
breakthrough resolution for long 

term painful problems. 

When reading the Tarot you use 
the Tarot as a tool for clear 
advice which you give in an 

honest and caring way. 



The hierophant is about teaching 
your understanding of spirituality. 
You are the one who stands up for 

your beliefs, you are strong and 
you lead others. 

THE HIEROPHANT

Your Tarot Card is



is your ability to build trust with your 
client because of the clarity and 
direction you are able to give in 

readings. 

BE MINDFUL
of giving too much and disempowering 

your client. Build your clients 
confidence to find their own solutions. 

Ensure you have clear boundaries.

Your Power



Comes to their reading prepared to 
do the hard work to understand 

their problem.

Is looking for guidance for their 
personal situation.

Doesn't expect you to just know, and 
respects the reading process.

Your Perfect Client



Your  Tarot Spread 
You can use the following Tarot spread intuitively or read 
with detailed knowledge of the Tarot cards - it is up to you. 

 
Do what works for you! Use your favourite Tarot deck 

and tune into the cards. 
 

Even if you are a complete beginner you can use this spread to 
gain insight into your intuitive skills or with a client to help 

them tune into their energy. 
 



Your  Tarot Spread
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Presenting 
Problem

Challenge

Past Events Learnings 
Moving Forward



Developing 
Your  Skills

Be clear on your reading and 
teaching style so clients know 

what to expect. 

Structure the session so your 
client can be actively involved.



Slow down so you can 
listen to guidance from 

Spirit and use that 
guidance to teach 

others. 

Your Challenge



is nurturing,  
a mentor, 

 a leader, a helper 
and knowing.

Your True  
Self......



Strengthen Your Gift
Sometimes it is difficult to know 

what to do next. 
I've created a FREE COURSE to support 

you on your journey. 
 

Its called 
CONNECT WITH YOUR DECK 

 
and it is designed to help you form an 

energetic connection with your Tarot or 
Oracle cards

https://www.facebook.com/groups/psychicdivasreadingroom/


CONNECT
with your deck

with Elizabeth Roebuck-Jones 
Clairvoyant

FREE COURSE

Click Here TO ENROL - It's FREE

After you have enrolled you will be invited to 
join our Facebook community. Come in and 

introduce yourself as #TarotTeacher and 
share your 3 card reading.

https://www.subscribepage.com/connectwithyourdeck


I'm Elizabeth Roebuck-Jones, Relationship 
Counsellor and Clairvoyant. This means you get 

the best of both.  I see (hear and feel) spirit 
energy and help you get real understanding 

through the experience I have had working for 
Relate in England and Relationships Australia.  

 
When not doing readings and hanging out with 

my dog, Bertie, I help women build their 
confidence and listen to their intuition through 

Tarot reading and psychic development.  
 


